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Detailed modelling of cyclones

Requirements for cyclone modelling
§ Capture gas-solid complex swirling flow

§ Model particle-wall and particle-particle collisions to obtain solids 
accumulation and descent

§ Consider particle pickup by the upflowing vortex (inefficiency) 

§ Take polydispersion into account

DEM is attractive for its ability to provide detailed and good collision 
representation. DEM-CFD applied to large particle DMC (Chu et al., 2016) 

For the industrial scale, e.g. 1 m barrel diameter, 15 m/s inlet velocity, 
0.2%vol loading of 100 µm particles:
No. of particles/sec ~102 ÷ 1045 (UNFEASIBLE)

§ AIM: Explore whether coarse-grain DEM can be a solution
Chu K., Chen J., Yu A.B., Min. Eng. (2016)



Modelling fluid-particle flow using DEM-CFD

Lagrangian discrete elements (DEM)
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Coarse-grain methodology

§ Principle of CG-DEM: 
DEM particles lumped into f times bigger, representative computational grains (parcels)

§ Concept: still discrete entities with scaled, equivalent properties.

§ Preservation of total gravitational and fluid-particle force, 
of translational and rotational kinetic energy before/after 
collisions, including dissipation.

§ Original derivations (but many subsequent users)
CGMDEM

Particles in a CFD cell Grains (parcels) in the 
same cell

Kuwagi, Takeda & Horio, Fluidization XI (2004)
Sakai & Koshizuka Chem. Eng. Sci. (2009)
Bierwisch et al. J. Mech. Phys. Sol. (2009)
Hilton & Cleary, 9th Int. Conf. CFD in Min. Proc. Ind. (2012) 

Paper Concepts Application

Kuwagi et al. (2004) “Similar particle assembly” 
(SPA)

Fixed and fluidized beds of free and 
cohesive particles

Sakai and Koshizuka (2009) Coarse-graining based on 
energy preservation

Pneumatic conveying – linear contact 
model

Bierwisch et al. (2009) Coarse-graining based on stress 
and energy preservation

Cohesive powder flow in cavity filling –
Hertz with cohesion (JKR-like) model

Hilton and Cleary (2012) Similar to SPA with rotation by 
Sakai

Bubbling fluidized beds



Modelling using coarse-grain DEM-CFD

Advantages

§ Highly reduced computational cost
§ The total number of particles depends on the cubic power of the grain-to-particle size ratio
§ Also, the contact time (limiting the integration time step) scales positively

§ Reported overall speed-up of 𝑂 DZ
D[

\.]
for the linear

contact model and 𝑂 DZ
D[

\
for Hertz-based model.

§ Still detailed results

Disadvantages

§ Loss of fidelity (to be quantified)

§ Need for sub-grain corrections?



Modelling cyclones flow using DEM-CFD

Fluid flow limited by grid resolution:

Compressible, no turbulence (but gas-particle interaction accounts for high-Re flows)

Complex geometry:

Cartesian cut-cell technique (113k cells)
for the gas phase flowParticle contacts with triangulated 

surface (STL) 



Testing the coarse-grain DEM-CFD on cyclone

Simulated lab-scale tangential (Stairmand HE) design

Cyclone type/size Stairmand high efficiency/ Dbarrel=90 mm
Tangential inlet (width × heigth) 18 × 45 mm (0.2D x 0.5D)
Grid size (diameter × height) 2.5 × 3 mm
Particle properties 𝐷 = 500 µm, 𝜌 = 2500 kg m-3

Contact model Hertz, 𝐸 = 5·107 Pa, 𝑒` = 0.9
Solids loading (%vol) 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.5%, 1%
Inlet velocities 10, 14, 20 m/s

Particle or grain size, d [µm] 500 1000 1500 2000

Particles per grain, NPG [-] 1
(DEM) 8 27 64

Grain-to-particle size ratio 1 2 3 4

Holdup in number of grains, [-] 136k⎼717k 11k⎼94k 6k⎼25k 2.8k⎼10.6k

Solid-phase time-step, Dts [10-6 s] 0.6 1.9 3.1 4.1

Fluid-phase (typical) time-step 5·10-4 s

Dimensionamento cicloni

Stairmand ha sviluppato due modelli standard per i separatori ciclonici gas-solido: cicloni ad alta 
efficienza, Fig 1 a , e il design per alti quantitativi di materiale processato Fig. 1b. Le prestazioni di 
questi modelli, ottenute sperimentalmente attraverso prove in condizioni standard, sono mostrate nelle 
figure 2a e 2b. Attraverso queste curve è possibile ricavare le dimensioni di altri cicloni usando 
l’equazione di scala seguente:

d2 = d 1 [( Dc 2

Dc1

)
3

∗
Q1

Q2

∗
μ1

μ2 ]
1/2

Dove 
• d1 = diametro medio delle particelle separate in condizioni standard, ad un determinato valore di

efficienza,
• d2 = diametro medio delle particelle separate nel modello proposto, alla stessa efficienza,
• Dc1 = diametro del ciclone standard = 8 inches (203 mm),
• Dc2 = diametro del ciclone proposto [mm],
• Q1 = portata standard = 223 m3/h per il modello ad alta efficienza
• Q2 = portata del modello proposto,
• Δρ1 = densità del solido in condizioni standard = 2000 kg/m3,
• Δρ2 = densità del solido in esame,
• μ1 = viscosità aria a 1 atm e 20°C
• μ2 = viscosità fluido in esame.

Figura 1. Dimensioni dei cicloni standard (a) modello ad alta efficienza (b) 
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CFD of single-phase fluid flow inside the cyclone

Flow properties at 𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 = 14 m/s

0.7⋅R

Axial velocity Tangential velocity

No 𝑈g𝑟` = 𝑐 !

154 Chem. Eng. Technol. 16 (1993) 153 - 160 

Fig. 1. Interior of a cyclone (800 mm dia) at a loading ratio pe = 0.01. 
View from top of cyclone towards dust hopper. Gas flow enters the 
cyclone tangentially (top right-hand side of photo). Thin strands of 
separated solids visible on cyclone surface. 

Fig. 2. Interior of cyclone at pe = 10. Most solids are separated from 
gas flow immediately after entry. While slipping downwards into dust 
hopper, solids cover nearly half of cyclone surface. 

As Fig. 3 shows, the separation efficiency increases with the 
loading ratio pe and reaches values of over 99% for highly 
loaded flows. In this case, nearly all the solids separate in 
the inlet and the “inner separation” in the vortex constitutes 
only a small part of the total separation. 

The theory of the critical loading ratio was suitable for the 
calculation of separation efficiency. However, it was not 
possible to calculate the classification of particulate solids 
and the resulting grain size distribution of emitted dust. The 
theory did not account for a selection according to particle 
size related to the first separation step at high solids concen- 
trations. 

cyclone, a radial component u, is superimposed on the flow 
and increases towards the centre. The radial velocity distri- 
bution has two pronounced maxima, one at the dust dis- 
charge end and the other at the edge of the vortex finder. 
The high radial velocity near the dust discharge is caused by 
its throttle effect, the maximum at the vortex finder 
resulting from the secondary flow through the boundary 
layer at the top wall [7, 81. 

The most important and strongest component of the three- 
dimensional flow field is the tangential velocity u .  In the 
classical cyclone theory, the velocity distribution u ( r )  was 
approximated by the following equation [9]: 

urn = constant . (3) 
2 Cyclone Theory 

The rotational flow field in a cyclone is characterized by a 
strong tangential velocity component u and a comparatively 
weak radial component v,. The third, axial velocity compo- 
nent v,, has a downward direction in the region between 
the radii ra and ro. The radius ro i= O.7ra indicates the zero 
passage of the axial velocity distribution ua,(r). This flow 
field was first measured in 1949 by Ter Linden [4] and later 
confirmed by Kecke [ 5 ]  and Mothes [6] .  

Fig. 4 shows three velocity profiles in a conical cyclone. The 
gas flow is directed downwards along a spiral with a helix 
angle of approx. 15”. Forced by the conical shape of the 

For ideal, frictionless gas flow, the whirl exponent n is uni- 
ty. In reality, the exponent n < 1 describes the retardation of 
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Fig. 3. Variation of inner tangential velocity ui and of total separation 
efficiency qtot with inlet loading ratio pe. 

Fig. 4. Flow pattern inside a cyclone: axial, tangential and radial veloci- 
ty components. 

Chem. Eng. Technol. 16 (1993) 153-160 

cylindrical 

155 

the gas flow by wall friction. The disadvantage of this 
model lies in the fact that the exponent n could not be 
predetermined as a function of the cyclone's shape and its 
operating conditions. 

The theory of Barth, first published in 1956 [lo], was 
capable of solving this problem. Subsequently, wall friction 
was calculated as a function of the whole inner surface AR 
of the cyclone and of a friction coefficient A. This coeffi- 
cient depends on the size of the cyclone and on the relative 
roughness ks / r ,  of the surface material. 

Fig. 5 presents the friction coefficient A. for one-phase 
fluid, measured by Muschelknautz and Krambrock in con- 
ical and cylindrical cyclone models [l 11. Cyclone size is 
characterized by a Reynolds number ReR: 

(4) 

The relative roughness ks/r ,  was varied by means of sand- 
paper pasted on the inner surface of the cyclone model. 

At higher solids concentrations, the walls of the cyclone are 
covered with strands and, thereby, the effective wall fric- 
tion increases. This increase was investigated by Muschel- 
knautz and Brunner [I] and found to depend on the loading 
ratio pe, the separation efficiency qtot and size (Froude 
number Fri). Considering these parameters, the total fric- 
tion coefficient As,  including the reaction of the solid phase 
to the gas flow, becomes: 

With As and the inner surface area AR, the velocity distri- 
bution of the tangential component may be calculated as a 

.I' 1 v2 

Fig. 5. Wall friction coefficients I ,  of clean gas in cylindrical and con- 

function of the tangential momentum of the incoming gas 
flow: 

ra 
u a -  

(6) 
r 

I - '  
u(r )  = 

In this equation, u, is the tangential velocity at radial dis- 
tance r, and at inlet level, according to Fig. 6. 

When gas enters the cyclone through a tangential slit at a 
velocity v,, it is forced towards the wall by the pressure 
field of the vortex. The flow contracts while v, increases to 
u,. This effect may be calculated via a contraction coeffi- 
cient a which represents the relationship between the 
tangential momentum based on the mean inlet radius re 
and the momentum based on r,: 

(7) 

The contraction depends on the relative width b/r ,  of the 
slit and on the loading ratio pe ,  namely the solids mass 
flow rate in the inlet. 

Fig. 7 presents the contraction coefficient for a tangential 
slit, measured in conical and cylindrical cyclone models, 
800 mm in diameter [3]. It can also be calculated as a func- 
tion of /3 = b/r ,  and pe:  

1 
a = - x  

Fig. 6. Tangential velocities 
"I 

at inlet level to a cyclone. 
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Fig. 7. Contraction coefficient a for a tangential entry as a function of 
ical cyclones [ l l ] .  width (be/ra) and loading p e  ratio [3]. 

Trefz & Muschelknautz, CET, 1993

Cyclone theory



Analysis of the physical features of the flow

Vortex shape and length

Strand formation at ∼15°

3. Partition the particle size entering the cyclone
into at least 10 different cuts, to give particle
sizes of the cuts (dpi) from dpl to dpn .

4. Calculate the ratio of dpi=Dp;th for each cut and
determine the low-loading cyclone collection
efficiency for each cut size.

5. Determine the overall cyclone collection effi-
ciency (Eo) for very low loading cyclones (low
loading is defined to be 1 grain/ft3 (0.0023 kg/
m3) by the relation

Eo ¼
Xn

i¼1

xiEoi ð5Þ

where:

xi ¼ the weight fraction of each individual

cut size

Eoi ¼ the collection efficiency of the cyclone

for each individual cut size, %:

6. Modify the low-loading cyclone collection effi-
ciency for the effect of loading.

7. Determine cyclone pressure drop.

A detailed description of this approach is described
below.

12.1.1 Estimation of Ns

The number of effective spiral paths taken by the gas in
the outer vortex of the cyclone can be estimated by the
curve in Fig. 9. The number of effective cyclone spirals

cannot be determined in most cyclones because they
are made of metal. However, Ns has been experi-
mentally determined by back-calculation from
observed cyclone efficiencies The gas velocity used to
determine Ns in Eq. (3) should be the maximum of the
inlet gas velocity, Ui, or the outlet gas velocity, Uo.

The curve to predict Ns is valid only for very dilute
(low loading) cyclones where individual particles can
be assumed to be present in the cyclone (Zenz, 2001).
The assumption is generally valid for cyclone loadings
of no greater than approximately 1 grain/ft3 (0.002 kg/
m3).

12.1.2 Partition Cuts

When dividing the overall particle size distribution
entering the cyclone into several cuts, it is advisable
to use a minimum of at least 10 cuts. It is also better
not to divide the distribution into equal size cuts.
Instead, it is better to bias the cuts so that the small
end of the particle size distribution has more cuts than
the large end. This is because small particles are more
difficult to collect than large particles, and it is the
small particles that will determine the collection effi-
ciency of the cyclone. For each dpi in the partition,
there will also be a corresponding weight fraction xi,
for each cut.

12.1.3 Calculate dpi=Dp;th and Determine Eoi

After Dp;th has been calculated and the particle size
distribution has been partitioned, the ratio of

Figure 9 The effect of gas velocity on the number of solid spirals in a cyclone. For maximum velocity, use greater of inlet or
outlet velocity.

Copyright © 2003 by Taylor & Francis Group LLC

Number of turns

Gas-solid flow

Knowlton, Chap. 22, Handbook Fl. & F-P systems (2003)

DEM   (NPG = 1)
𝜀k = 0.5%
𝑢7` = 14 m/s



Two-phase flow dynamics

In the simulations, fluid and 
particle motions are tracked, 
with special attention to 
solids separation

Starting from approximately 0.6 s the 
cyclone operates steadily

DEM   (NPG = 1)
𝜀k = 1%
𝑢7` = 14 m/s



Effect of the coarse graining degree: macro-scale
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Effect of the coarse graining degree: macro-scale

Overall separation efficiency
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Effect of the coarse graining degree: gas flow
𝜀k = 0.5%, 𝑈𝑖𝑛 = 14 m/s

NPG = 1 8 27 64 NPG = 1 8 27 64

Tangential velocity Axial velocity



Effect of the coarse graining degree: solids flow

NPG = 1
(136k)

8
(27k)

27
(8.8k)

64
(4.1k)

NPG = 1
(371k)

8
(47k)

27
(15k)

64
(6.4k)

𝜀k = 0.2%, 𝑈𝑖𝑛 = 20 m/s 𝜀k = 0.5%, 𝑈𝑖𝑛 = 14 m/s



Expected possible applications

Running test on 9-cm dia. cyclone flow of 
125 µm diameter particles 
with CG factor 𝑓 = 4 (𝑁𝑃𝐺 = 64).

𝜀k = 0.1%

𝑢7` = 14 m/s

Steady-state solids holdup of 78600 grains 
corresponding to >5M particles.

Simulation time was 9 h / simulated s
on 32 cores of our cluster.



Conclusions

§ Cyclones on the large scale or treating very fine particles is prohibitive for reasonable
DEM-CFD simulations due to the number of particles and the small time-step.

§ Coarse graining DEM particles provides speedup with the grain-to-particle size ratio to
the power of 4 or 4.5, thereby appearing highly attractive.

§ Our simulations showed that the physics into the coarse graining method (scaling
parameters) is sufficient to guarantee preservation of macroscopic variables –
compared to pure DEM – up to CG factor f = 3 (NPG=27). However, in one case the
solids flow field appeared deeply modified (no strands) already at f = 3, denoting
profound differences in the microdynamics of the particles/grains.

§ Overall: in DEM-CFD models of cyclones there is a huge potential in CPU-time savings
but reasonable accuracy is obtained below f = 3, further development and testing at
f = 3 and beyond is required.



Perspectives

Most important challenges and open problems in CG:

§ Fully characterize grain-grain collision and grain-wall collisions

§ Develop and test CG parameter rules for rolling friction

§ Further test the coarse graining degree to identify limits of applicability and assess
how well quantities of interest are preserved

§ Develop and test a reliable CG method for polydisperse solids, possibly with reaction
and heat/mass transfer


